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BEFORE THE MEMBER ::::::::::: MACT ::::::::::: DHUBRI

MAC Case No.385/2001

Parties:-

Md. Mozabbar Hussain
S/O: Md. Mokbul Hussain
C.R. Das Road, Ward No.7
P.S. & Dist: Dhubri, Assam   ..Claimant

Vs.

1.Sri Tapash Kr. Saha

S/O: Late Nagendra Mohan Saha

Gauripur Town, Ward No.2

P.S: Gauripur

(Owner of the Bus No.AS-17/0081)

2.Sri Swapan Kr. Saha (Driver)
S/O: Madan Mohan Saha
VILL: Moterjhar
P.S:  Golakganj
Dist: Dhubri, Assam

3.M/s. Oriental Insurance Company Limited
Dhubri Branch
P.S. & Dist: Dhubri, Assam ..Opp.

Parties 

Present: - Sri Anup Narayan Ghosh, Member, MACT, Dhubri 

Appearance:-

Sri Jamser Ali Sarkar & Sri T.K. Das, Advocates for the claimant

Sri M. Shil Sarma, Advocate for OP No.1

None appeared for OP No.2
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Sri S.K. Das, Advocate for OP No.3

Date of argument:  12.06.2019

Date of judgment:  11.07.2019

Judgment 

This claim petition has been filed by the claimant U/s. 166

of  M.V.  Act  for granting compensation in respect  of  motor vehicular

accident  which  occurred  on  15.04.2001 near  Agomani  IB  on  NH-31

under Golakganj P.S.
Claimant’s  case  in  brief  was  that  while  claimant  was

coming with his motor cycle from Belguri towards Agomani and near

Agomani  Inspection  Bunglow  offending  vehicle  bearing  registration

No.AS-17/0081 (Tourist Bus) had dashed his motor cycle and as a result

of the said accident he sustained multiple injuries in various parts of

his body and motor cycle was also badly damaged.  After the accident

injured  was  taken  to  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  for  necessary  medical

treatment and he spent Rs. 60,000/- for his medical treatment.
In  respect  of  the  aforesaid  accident  Golakganj  P.S.  had

entered the aforesaid information about the accident vide Agomani OP

GD Entry No.253 dated 15.04.2001.
Claimant  side  further  stated  in  his  claim  petition  that

offending  vehicle  was  insured  with  Oriental  Insurance  Company

Limited, Dhubri Branch and insurance policy is valid upto 15.12.2001

covering the date of the accident.
Claimant side prayed before the Hon’ble Court to award

compensation amounting to Rs. 3,00,000/- along with interest from the

date of institution of this case till realisation.
On receipt of  this petition an MAC Case was registered

and summon was issued to the opposite parties.  On receipt of the

summon OP No.1 owner of the offending vehicle bearing registration

No.AS-17/0081 Bus had appeared through his counsel and filed written

statement.  The main contentions of the written statement submitted

by OP No1 are as follows:
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That this claim petition is not maintainable in its present

form  and  manner,  that  there  is  no  cause  of  action  against  the

answering OP, hence claim petition is liable to be dismissed, that claim

petition  is  barred  by  the  principle  of  estoppels,  waiver  and

acquiescence and hence it  is  liable to  be dismissed,  that  the claim

petition is baseless, speculative and does not entertainable under law,

that  the  compensation  so  claimed  by  the  claimant  is  baseless  and

exaggerated,  that  the  accident  if  any  occurred  due  to  fault  of  the

claimant  himself  and  as  such  claimant  is  not  entitled  to  get  any

compensation for the alleged accident, that it is also submitted that at

the material time of alleged accident OP No.2 was holding a valid and

effective  driving  licence  and  vehicle  was  plying  with  holding  valid

registration certificate, insurance certificate and other relevant papers,

etc as such owner of the vehicle No.AS-17/0081 Tourist Bus is not liable

to  pay  any  compensation  to  the  claimant,  that  answering  OP  No.1

hereby  submits  that  vehicle  No.AS-17/0081  Tourist  Bus  allegedly

involved  in  the  accident  was  duly  insured  with  OP  No.3  Oriental

Insurance  Company  Limited  and  insurance  policy  is  valid  upto

15.12.2001, hence compensation if any against the alleged accident is

automatically be shifted to the insurer of the vehicle who by virtue of

the policy condition had taken all the risks and liability under the policy

during the validity period of insurance.  As accident took place during

the coverage period and insurance policy is valid covering the date of

accident,  hence OP No.1 is not liable to pay any compensation and

whatever compensation is awarded it is to be paid by the insurer of the

offending vehicle  i.e.  OP No.3.   OP No.1 prayed before  the Hon’ble

Court to dismiss the claim petition against the answering OP exempting

him from liability of getting compensation to the claimant.
OP No.2 driver of the offending vehicle did not turn up.

Hence this case proceeded ex-parte against OP No.2.
OP No.3  insurer  of  the  offending  vehicle  had  appeared

through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main contentions

of the written statement submitted OP No.3 are as follows:
That this claim petition is not maintainable in its present

form and manner, there is no cause of action against the answering
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OP, hence claim petition is liable to be rejected, that claim petition is

hit  by  principle  of  waiver,  estoppels  and  acquiescence,  that  the

answering OP does not admit that alleged accident was caused due to

rash and negligent driving by the driver of the offending vehicle, that

OP has no personal knowledge about the correctness of the statement

made in  para-1 to 6 of the claim petition as such claimant is required

to prove the same of each and every averments therein, however OP

dispute the statement made in para-1 to 6 of the claim petition, that

the answering OP has no personal knowledge about the accident as

stated para-1 and 9 of the claim petition, that the averment made in

para-11, 12, 13, 14 & 16 are not admitted by the answering OP, that

the compensation as claimed in para-21 of the claim petition is without

any legal  and material  basis,  the statement made in para-22 of the

claim petition is also not true and as such claimant is required to prove

the same, that route permit / road permit, driving licence, registration

certificate, fitness certificate may kindly be directed to be produced,

failing which it shall be presumed that there is a statutory violation of

the policy condition and answering OP shall not be liable to pay any

compensation and claim, if any, is subject to the compliance of section

64 VB of the Insurance Act, that the claimant have to submit the police

report in order to prove that he was injured by the accident of the said

vehicle failing which OP will not be liable.  Under the aforesaid facts

and circumstances your honour would be kind enough to dismiss the

claim petition with costs.
After  going  through  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my

learned predecessor had framed following issues:
1. Whether  the  accident  took  place  due  to  rash  and

negligent driving of the vehicle No.AS-17/0081 and the

claimant sustained injuries due to the said accident?
2. Whether offending vehicle was duly insured with M/s.

Oriental  Insurance  Company  Limited  at  the  time  of

accident?
3. What shall be the just and proper compensation and

by whom payable?
4. Whether claimant is entitled to get the relief as prayed

for?
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DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE NO. 1 to 4: As all these issues are inter-related so

they are taken up together for discussion and decision.

In  the  instant  case  claimant  side  had  examined  two

witnesses.  OP side did not adduce any evidence.

Heard arguments on behalf of both sides.

Evidence led by claimant side are briefly discussed.

CW-1 Mozabbar Hussain in his evidence on affidavit had

stated that on 15.04.2001 while he was going towards Agomany from

Belguri  by motor  cycle  on NH-31 at  about  12:45 P.M.  and when he

reached  Agomani  Bus  Stand  at  that  time  offending  vehicle  bearing

registration No.AS-17/0081 (Bus)  coming from Dhubri  side in a rash

and negligent manner and hit the motor cycle of the claimant and as a

result claimant fell down on the road and became unconscious.  After

the accident injured was shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital and admitted

there as an indoor patient for the said hospital.  He further stated in his

evidence on affidavit that he was in Dhubri Civil Hospital as an indoor

patient  for  about  ten  days.   As  a  result  of  the  said  accident  he

sustained grievous injuries on his chest, right leg, right arm and also

left foot, hemorrhage of his right eye and his second third and fourth of

his chest were fractured.

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that for his

treatment he went to Patna for fracture of second, third and fourth ribs

and his chest also treated by Dr Karunamoyee Chakraborty at Cooch

Behar for treatment of his skin, chest which was disfigured due to said

accident.  He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that he had

incurred  expenditure  amounting  to  Rs.  60,000/-  for  his  medical

treatment  but  all  the  medical  bills  and  vouchers  could  not  be

preserved.
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He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that claimant

side had exhibited following documents through his evidence.  Ext-1 is

the Discharge Certificate of Dhubri Civil Hospital, ext-2 is the certificate

of skin doctor, ext-3 is the certificate of Dr N.M.  Ahmed, ext-4 is the

exact copy doctor of Civil Hospital, ext-5 is the prescription of Popular

Nursing Home, Patna, ext-6 is the Test Report, ext-7 is Test Report, ext-

8 is X-Ray Report, ext-9 to 14 are Prescriptions, ext-15 & 16 are X-Ray

Plates, ext-17 is the Test Report, ext-18 to 30 & 31, 32 & 33 are Cash

Memos and Vouchers totaling Rs. 16,535.83 paisa.  

Learned  counsel  on  behalf  of  insurance  company  had

cross examined the said witness and in his cross examination he had

stated that he had not exhibited police report.  He further stated in his

cross examination that he had not mentioned police case number in

the claim petition.   He further  stated in  his  cross examination  that

there is no eye of truth that in the claim petition he had mentioned the

insurance policy number.  He denied in his cross examination that OP

insurance  company  is  not  liable  to  pay  compensation.   He  further

stated in his cross examination that vehicle was not driven in a rash

and negligent manner.  He denied in his cross examination that he has

not spent Rs. 60,000/- for his medical treatment.  He further stated in

his cross examination that he did not visit Guwahati or Patna for his

medical treatment for injuries sustained in a motor vehicular accident.

He further admitted in his cross examination that Dhubri Civil Hospital

authority did not refer him to any other hospital for better treatment.

He denied in his cross examination that he is not entitled to get any

compensation as mentioned in his claim petition.  

Learned counsel on behalf of insurance company further

cross  examined the said  witness.   In  his  cross  examination he  had

stated that accident took place at Agomani.  He further stated in his

cross examination that he had gone through Agomani by riding a two

wheeler.   He  further  stated  in  his  cross  examination  that  said  two

wheeler  belong  to  him.   Two  wheeler  was  insured  with  New  India

Assurance  Company  Limited.   He  further  stated  in  his  cross
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examination  that  he  had  a  valid  driving  licence  but  he  had  not

furnished copy of driving licence and copy of insurance policy in the

court.  He further admitted in his cross examination that he had not

impleaded  insurer  of  the  motor  cycle  i.e.  New  India  Assurance

Company Limited as a party in this case.  The registration number of

the offending vehicle is  AS-17/0081.   Said  vehicle  struck the motor

cycle from behind when he was sitting on the seat of the two wheeler.

He further stated in his cross examination that he has not submitted

Form  No.54  Report  in  the  instant  case.   He  denied  in  his  cross

examination that his claim that offending vehicle dashed him resulting

the said accident is not true.  He further stated in his cross examination

that he cannot remember now that who had registered FIR in the police

station.  He denied in his cross examination that vouchers, bills and

cash  memos  submitted  in  this  instant  case  are  not  related  to  the

present case.  He further stated in his cross examination hat he is an

income tax payee however he had not submitted any document with

regard to the payment of income tax in the instant case.  He further

stated in his cross examination that he has not submitted any pay slip

for  the  year  2000  in  the  present  case.   He  denied  in  his  cross

examination that accident occurred due to his negligence not due to

negligence of  the driver of  the offending vehicle.   He denied in his

cross  examination  that  he has  no knowledge whether  driver  of  the

offending vehicle had valid driving licence at the time of accident.  He

denied in his cross examination that there was no rash and negligent

driving on the part of the driver of the offending vehicle.  It is not a fact

that accident did not result from the rash and negligent driving of the

offending vehicle.

CW-2 Mozabbar Rahman in his evidence on affidavit had

stated that on 15.04.2001 while he was going towards Agomani from

Belguri through a motor cycle on NH-31 at about 12:45 P.M. when he

reached  near  Agomani  Bus  stand  at  that  time  one  bus  bearing

registration  No.AS-17/0081  coming  from  Dhubri  side  in  a  rash  and

negligent manner and hit his motor cycle from back side.  As a result of
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which he fell down on the road and became unconscious.  He further

stated in his evidence on affidavit that immediately after the accident

injured was shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital for necessary treatment.  As

a result  of  the said accident injured sustained grievous injury in his

chest, right leg, right arm and also left foot, hemorrhage over right eye

and second, third & fourth ribs of chest were fractured.  

He  further  stated  in  his  evidence  on  affidavit  that  for

treatment injured went to Patna for fracture of his second, third and

fourth  ribs  of  chest  and  he  was  treated  by  Dr  Karunamoyee

Chakraborty,  Cooch  Behar.   He  further  stated  in  his  evidence  on

affidavit that he is still suffering from pain and his chest and unable to

do normal works.  He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that he

had incurred sum of Rs. 60,000/- for medical treatment of the claimant.

Claimant side had exhibited some documents through CW-1.

Learned  counsel  on  behalf  of  insurance  company  had

cross examined the said witness and in his cross examination he had

stated that accident had taken place at Agomani and he had gone to

Agomani  by  riding  two  wheeler.   He  further  stated  in  his  cross

examination that two wheeler belong to him.  He further stated in his

cross examination that said two wheeler was insured with New India

Assurance  Company  Limited  but  he  had  not  impleaded  New  India

Assurance Company Limited as a party in this case.  He further stated

in  his  cross  examination  that  registration  number  of  the  offending

vehicle is AS-17/0081.  Said vehicle struck his motor cycle from behind.

He further stated in his cross examination that he had submitted Form

No.54  Report  in  this  case.   As  per  Form  No.54  Report  he  did  not

mention that offending vehicle strike his motor cycle from back side.

He further stated in his cross examination that after the accident he

became senseless.  He further stated in his cross examination that he

could not remember who had lodged the FIR in the P.S.  He further

stated  in  his  cross  examination  that  accident  had  taken  place  on

15.04.2000  and  he  had  not  submitted  Charge  Sheet,  MVI  Report,

Seizure  List,  etc  in  the  court.   He  further  stated  in  his  cross
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examination that he a Assamese Subject Teacher.  He denied in his

cross examination that he intentionally did not submit copy of FIR, MVI

Report, Seizure List, Charge Sheet in the court and if those documents

were submitted in the court  truth would come to light which would

have been against him.  He further stated in his cross examination that

he had not submitted any document with regard to having received

treatment in Agomani PHC in the instant case.  He further stated in his

cross examination that he was in the Dhubri Civil Hospital as an indoor

patient for ten days and thereafter he was referred to GMCH, Guwahati

and then to Patna.  He denied in his cross examination that bills and

vouchers  and  cash  memos  submitted  in  the  instant  case  are  not

related  to  the  present  case.   He  further  admitted  in  his  cross

examination  that  he  is  an  income  tax  payee  however  he  had  not

submitted any document with regard to payment of income tax in the

court.  He further admitted in his cross examination that he had not

submitted any pay slip  for  the year  2001 in  the present  case.   He

denied in his cross examination that accident had resulted due to his

own  negligence  and  not  due  to  negligence  of  the  driver  of  the

offending vehicle.  He denied in his cross examination that he had no

knowledge whether driver of  the offending vehicle had valid driving

licence and valid route permit to ply the vehicle at the time of accident.

He  denied  in  his  cross  examination  that  there  was  no  rash  and

negligent driving on the part of the driver of the offending vehicle.

Perused  the  evidence  adduced  by  the  claimant  side

minutely.   Perused  also  exhibited  documents.   Claimant  side  had

exhibited Form No.54 Report vide ext-20.  As per ext-20 name of the

injured  is  Mozabbar  Hussain  and  the  registration  number  of  the

offending  vehicle  is  AS-17/0081  and  the  vehicle  in  question  was

insured with Oriental Insurance Company Limited and insurance policy

is valid upto 15.12.2009.  As accident took place on 15.04.2001 so

insurance policy is not valid on the date of  the accident.   Although

owner of  the vehicle had submitted written statement but  failed to

produce copy of insurance policy along with written statement to show
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that insurance policy is valid on the date of accident.  So, owner of the

vehicle is liable to pay compensation to the claimant.

Claimant  side  had  submitted  and  exhibited  other

documents to prove his case.  Claimant side had submitted bills and

vouchers regarding his long treatment in different hospitals including

Patna.  As per aforesaid bills and vouchers claimant spent Rs. 16,535/-

through  ext-18  to  30  and  ext-31  to  33,  total  cash  memos  of  Rs.

16,385.83 paisa.  

Claimant side had also submitted Pathological Report of

Popular Nursing Home, Patna and also some Pathological  Reports of

Popular Diagnostic and Research Centre and X-Ray Report issued by

New Central  X-Ray,  Patna as well  as  some prescriptions of  different

doctors in Dhubri, Patna, etc.

As  per  ext-1  claimant  was  admitted  in  Dhubri  Civil

Hospital for his treatment on 15.04.2001 and discharged from hospital

on  25.04.2001.   Doctor  mentioned  in  the  said  discharge  slip  that

patient had sustained fracture injury in second, third & fourth ribs of

chest.   Dr  Karunamoyee  Chakraborty  doctor  of  Cooch  Behar  who

treated the injured on 12.02.2004.  As per said certificate he treated

the patient with fracture injury.  So, injury sustained by the injured is

grievous injury.  Claimant side had failed to produce any document that

due to the aforesaid accident claimant became permanently disabled

and  there  is  no  report  of  the  District  Medical  Board  that  injured

sustained permanent disability due to said accident.  As injured was

treated  in  different  hospitals  first  in  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  and  later

Cooch Behar and lastly at Patna, so he is entitled to get Rs. 1,00,000/-

under the head of pain & sufferings.  Claimant side had submitted bills

and vouchers for his treatment amounting to Rs. 16,535/-.  Claimant is

entitled to get the aforesaid amount from OP insurance company for

expenditure incurred regarding his medical treatment.

So, after considering entire aspects I hold that claimant is

entitled to get following compensation.
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Pain  &  sufferings  Rs.  1,00,000/-.   Medical  expenditure

relating to his treatment in different hospitals supported by bills and

vouchers amounting to Rs. 16,500/- and Rs. 10,000/- under the head of

transportation.  

Thus, in total, claimant is entitled to get Rs. 1,00,000/- +

Rs. 16,500/- + Rs. 10,000/- = Rs. 1,26,500/- as compensation.  

As  instant  case  has  been  filed  by  the  claimant  on

19.12.2001 and claimant had  submitted his evidence on affidavit on

14.07.2006 and there  is  long  delay  on  the  part  of  the  claimant  to

produce his evidence to face cross examination by the counsel of the

insurance company.  

So, on close scrutiny of entire aspects and evidence on

record and perusal of exhibited documents I direct OP No.1 owner of

the vehicle to  pay compensation amounting to Rs.  1,26,500/-  along

with 6% interest from the date of submission of evidence on affidavit

till realisation.

This MAC Case is accordingly disposed of.

ORDER 

In  the  result,  claim  petition  is  allowed  awarding  Rs.

1,26,500/- (Rupees One Lakh Twenty Six Thousand Five Hundred) only

to the claimant payable by OP No.1, owner of the vehicle through an

account payee cheque.  An interest at the rate of 6% per annum is

allowed  on  the  total  compensation  from the  date  of  submission  of

evidence on affidavit till realisation.

      Given under my hand and seal of this court this 11th day of July,

2019
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Member, MACT, Dhubri.       Member,  MACT,

Dhubri.

APPENDIX 

MAC Case No.385/2001

Claimant’s witness : CW-1 Mozabbar Hussain

 Exhibits 

Ext-1 Discharge Slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital

Ext-2 Certificate of Skin Doctor

Ext-3 Certificate of Dr N.M. Ahmed

Ext-4 Exact Copy of doctor of Civil Hospital

Ext-5 Prescription

Ext-6 & 7 Test Reports

Ext-8 X-Ray Report

Ext-9 to 14 Prescriptions
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Ext-15 & 16 X-Ray Plates

Ext-17 Test Report

Ext-18 to 33 Cash Memos

   Member: MACT: Dhubri. 


